
Wildeepz™  Display Cushion Upgrade

For perfect cushion installation on your notebook, download the cushion placement screen image.
Visit: www.radtech.us/wildeepz - scroll to bottom of page to download appropriate template

Instructions:  Visit www.radtech.us/wildeepz and scroll to the bottom. 
Click the appropriate template file to download.   
Once downloaded, open the image with Preview.app  (included with OS X). Once open, select “Full Screen” for 10.3.9 and earlier, 
and for 10.4.0 and later select “Slide-Show” from Preview’s “View” menu. When finished applying cushions, press the escape key 
or click close to return the image to window view.

Series 1 kits contains thin (0.95mm) cushions - Suitable for 13in MacBook, 15in Titanium PowerBook and most PC notebooks.  
Thin cushions may also be used with Aluminum PowerBooks and iBooks.

Series 2 kits contain both thin (0.95mm) and thick (1.9mm) cushions. 
12 and 14in iBooks, as well as 12 PowerBooks, 15in and 17in PowerBooks/MacBook Pros generally use the thick cushions.  15in 
Aluminum PowerBooks generally use the thick cushions, but thin cushions may be more appropriate in some cases - test to 
confirm which fits best on each model.

Use the enclosed wipe to clean the display bezel - wipe dry with a clean cloth.  Peel away the red backing and attach the 
cushions to the bezel at the points indicated on screen template.  Install the side and top corner cushions first.  Center and 
press the sticky side to the bezel.  Use your thumb and forefinger to ‘pinch’ the cushions to ensure a good bond.

The top center cushions can be adjusted to optimize latching tension.  Moving the cushions inward, towards the latch will 
tighten things up, and require a gentle squeeze to latch the display.  Conversely, locating the cushions further from the latch 
will lessen the force needed to latch the display.  Use the scale on the template to aid in determining the optimal placement 
for the center cushions - lightly attach these cushions while you experiment with placement.  You’re balancing free play verses 
latching slack.  A good balance is achieved when light downward pressure is needed to latch the display.  When you are 
satisfied with the action, ‘pinch’ the center cushions for a good bond.
17in PB’s do well with 3 cushions across the top bezel, 1 at each corner, and 1 in the center.

If cushions stick, or are cleaned with any fluid, rub a small amount of talcum or baby powder into the cushions.

Thin Cushions
Recommended for 13in MB, 15in Ti PB & most PCs

May also be used on Al. PB and iBook

Thick Cushions
Recommended for Aluminum notebooks and iBooks
Do not use on 15in Titanium PB

Series 1
Thin cushions only

Series 2
Thin and thick cushions

ScreenSavrz for Notebooks
Display Protection / Cleaning / Refinishing System

For all Notebooks!

BT Series Bluetooth Mice
800 dpi Smooth Scrolling / In Mouse Charging
Rechargeable batteries and cable INCLUDED!

Sleevz for Notebooks
Elegant Sleeve Cases

Fits Your ‘Book, Like a Glove


